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When Hell
Floods Over
The puckish Texan artist
is finally being taken
seriously by everyone—
except himself.
BY JIM LEWIS
PHOTOS BY MAX BURKHALTER
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“I’m mean as a snake,” the artist Mark
Flood says to me within minutes of our
first meeting, and since it is the sort of thing
that someone who’s genuinely mean would
never say, I am immediately put at ease.
We had arranged to get together in Gonzales, Texas, a small town about midway
between his home in Houston and mine in
Austin, notable mostly because it was the
site of the opening battle of the Texas Revolution in 1835. We eat some barbecue, and
then go looking for the cannon that fired the
first shot, which is apparently in the town’s
museum—though we don’t look very hard,
and we never find it. Instead, we stroll idly
around town, stopping into junk shops and
antique stores, occasionally pausing in the
shade of a sidewalk awning to argue about
other artists, living and dead, about Marxism, about Miley Cyrus, about the motivation behind his own work and how he hates
to talk about it. “Understanding is not what
I look for in this world,” he says. “I think
artists who want to be understood are the
most pathetic people.”
It is an improbable conversation with an
improbable artist, a lumpen local hero with
an international reputation, an attack dog
with a noticeably sweet side, the creator of
both superabundant, wiseass installations
and delicate paintings made by using antique lace as a stencil. As we talk that afternoon, he dissects the art market, and discusses the importance of maintaining his
brand. Ordinarily, such talk sets my teeth
on edge, but Flood doesn’t seem quite serious. He is simply playing with the notions,
testing, pushing back, and he does so without apology. “It’s my job to understand
art in all its permutations as it percolates
through society,” he says. >
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“There are a lot of folks who have made
disliking Mark Flood a theme,” Bill Arning, the director of the Contemporary Arts
Museum Houston, tells me. Nevertheless,
Arning happily gave him a one-man show
last year. “It was a no-brainer,” he says,
“because he’s such a force in the arts community that he’s singlehandedly changed
the city’s profile.” And a lot of people came
to see it: fans and friends, other Houston
artists whose work Flood has promoted,
and a general public curious to see what the
fuss was about. Flood himself, in a typical
gesture, skipped the opening—instead he
sent a pair of identical twins who serve as
his surrogates on such occasions.
Whatever verities you may think you
know about making it in the art world,
Flood renders them null. Is it necessary to live in New York or Los Angeles,
where you can network and check out the
competition? He was born and raised in
Houston, and lives there still: “I’m like a
medieval peasant who never wanted to go
anywhere,” he says. Is it important to have
an MFA, to establish your professional credentials? He doesn’t think so. “Art schools
… Jesus,” he says. “I hate them with a passion.” Do you need a high-powered dealer
to shepherd your work through the marketplace? Flood shows wherever he wants:
in a tony space in Chelsea, an underground
gallery in San Francisco’s Tenderloin, or at
his own art fair. If he has a primary dealer,
I don’t know who it is. Does it help to be an
appealing young thing? He was in his midforties before he really started selling. Now
he’s in his late fifties, and just starting to hit
his stride, with his first solo museum show
at Houston’s Contemporary Art Museum
this past summer, and a slew of gallery
shows to come.

PHOTOS: (THIS PAGE) COURTESY MARK FLOOD + FEUER/MESLER NEW YORK.

(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP) Mark
Flood at work in his Houston studio.
“Cobalt Nude” (2014). Scrapbook photos of Flood as the singer of the band
Culturcide. (OPPOSITE, FROM TOP)
Flood’s “Endless Column” (2012).
“Disgusting Rich People, Disgusting
Poor People” (2014). (PREVIOUS
SPREAD) Flood.

PHOTOS: (BOTTOM TWO, FROM LEFT) COURTESY MARK FLOOD. COURTESY THE ARTIST AND PERES PROJECTS, BERLIN.
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Earlier in the week, I’d asked Flood to
send me some archival materials to reference, and later I receive a large box filled
with half a dozen volumes, totaling around
2,000 pages—some of them catalogs, some
of them artist’s books of obscure provenance, many of them published under
pseudo-pseudonyms like Clark Flood and
Mike Lood. All of them are packed from
front to back with collages, conversations
between anonymous interlocutors, inside
jokes, and punk attacks. (Flood has been in
a band called Culturcide since the ’80s.)
There is a sign that he’d made in big
block letters that says “DISGUSTING
RICH PEOPLE,” and another that says
“WHORE MUSEUMS.” There are
chopped up photographs reassembled to
make grotesquely distorted faces. Many of
the more recent works use online phenomena like Facebook likes and smartphone
emojis, and instantiate them as physical
objects, like ghosts that have found bodies
to inhabit. “I’m just trying to study how
visual stuff works,” he tells me. “I used to
want to explain it to people, but now I want
to do it to them.” >
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PHOTOS: (TOP TWO) MAX FIELDS.

PHOTOS: (THIS PAGE) MAX FIELDS.

(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT)
Installation views of “Mark Flood:
Gratest Hits” (2016) at Contemporary
Arts Museum Houston (2). Flood at
the studio. (OPPOSITE) More scenes
from Flood’s show at CAMH.

As the poet William Blake said, “You
never know what is enough unless you
know what is more than enough.” Just
when Flood’s work starts to feel like it’s
more than enough, along come the lace
paintings; simple, lovely things that he
made by overlaying antique lace on canvas
and painting over them, then removing the
cloth to reveal the patterns underneath.
He started making them 16 years ago.
They were the first of his works to really
sell, and he was so delighted that he went
to his dealer on the night of the opening,
demanded a $5,000 cash advance and immediately spent it all at the mall. Not
selling out is fun for everyone except the
people who can’t sell out.
We wander around town some more,
and the conversation wanders with us. We
turn to Catholicism—Flood was an altar boy. “It made me want to be bad,” he
says. Then movies—he’s made one, a sort
of psycho-drama about art fairs, which he
shows with his paintings. It seems to have
come out better than he expected. We discuss the history of lace, some thoughts on
the ancient Chinese art that he studied as
an undergraduate at Rice, and his fondness
for the anonymous dubstep remixes that he
finds on YouTube.
The afternoon wears on, the talk peters out. The possibility of both of us getting caught in rush hour traffic loomed, so
we walked back to the square where we’d
parked. As he was getting into his car,
Flood channeled his inner snake and made
one last gesture towards his reputation. “If
you destroy what little career I have,” he
said, “I’ll come for you.”
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